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I Introduction

"The present papc;r provides a non-technical introduction to Diamond and Dybvig's 1983

m~xleL The paper is organised as follows. In Section II, I explain the link between liquidity

crcation atxl the hank run equilibriwn in the Diamond-Dybvig model. Furthermore. Section

II emphasises the particular role of the demand deposit contract between the bank and the

depositor. Section lII raises the issues of risk neutral consumers and prudential control

regulation to prevent bank runs. Section IV criticises the Diamond-Dybvig model and

concludes the paper.

II The link between liquidity creation and the bank run equilibrium in the

Diamond-Dybvig model

1'he world of Diamond and Dybvig (1983) is characterised by three periods (T-0,1,2), two

types of consumers and a single homogenous good (see figure 1). Consumers in period 0 are

ex ante all alike. Type I consumers are impatient and consume everything they own in period

I. Type II consumers are patient and prefer to consume in period 2. A fraction p of the

population are type 1 consumers and a fraction 1-p of the population are type 2 consumers.

[n period 0 no consumer knows if he or she is a type I or a type II consumer in period 1. In

this way the authors model the uncertainty with respect to the demand for money of the

individual consumer.

Figure 1- A formal representation of consumption and investment in the
Diamond-Dybvig model

T-0 T-1 T-2

Type I Investment Consumption

Type II Investment Investment Consumption

Type I -1 1 0

Type II -1 0 R
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Each consumer has equal initial endowments of 1 unit in period 0(see figure 1). In pericxl

0 cach cunsumer invests his or her initial endowment of 1 unit in a single investment project,

which has a return larger than 1(R~ 1) if it is held up to and including period 2 and no

return if it is liyuidated in period 1. Type I consumers which are impatient will liquidate their

investment in period 1 to spend the money for consumption. The investment of type I

consumers yields no return because only investments held up to and including period 2 are

assumed to yield a positive return.

The eyuilibrium solutions of the Diamond-Dybvig model in three different situations are as

follows.

(1 J Thc autarky equilibrium2

Chari (1989, p. 7) shows that in a model without a bank and without insurance all consumers

will invest in period 0. Subsequently, the consumers wait till in period 1 their type is revealed

privately (the desire of depositors to spend early or late is privately observed not publicly

observed in period 1). Type I consumers liquidate their investment in period 1 and consume

" 1", type II consumers liquidate their investment in period 2 and consume "R" . Chari calls

this the autarky solution.

~2~ The insurance equi[ibrium without a banking sector

In the Diamond-Dybvig model ( 1983, pp. 406-407) without a banking sector consumers

achieve a higher utility if they can insure themselves against the probability having to

liquidate the long-term illiquid investment in period 1. The consumers are willing to pay an

insurance premium for the uncertainty with respect to liquidation of the long-term illiquid

assct and they accept a lower consumption in period 2. Diamond and Dybvig assume that

each consumer is not able to rcveal his or her type: in pericxi 1 to other consumers. Because

of this information asymmetry ( the type of the individual consumer in period 1 remains

private information) it is impossible to obtain this solution by means of direct investment of

the deposïts by the consumers.

~ See also Van der Cingel (1992, p. 70).
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131 71te ins~urriitce eyuilibriuni with u banking sector

ln the Diamond-Dybvig model with a banking sector banks offers insurance to consumers that

alluw conswners to consume when needed (see figure 2). Banks insure consumers against a

reasonable return in exchange for a strongly reduced probability of illiquidity in all periods.

In period 0 all consumers deposit their wealth with the bank ("pooling of resources"). The

bank invests the pooled resources by extending riskless loans (indirect investment of the

deposits of the consumer). The bank as a financial intermediary issues liabilities preferred by

lenders (at relative low yields) and invests the funds obtained in assets preferred by borrowers

(at relative high yields).

Figure 2- Banks as financial intermediaries'

Firms

Machincs Shares
Bonds

Banks
Loans to firms
Bonds issued by
tirms

Dcmand deposits
Saving deposits

Households

Dcmand deposits Net wealth
Saving deposits

Based upon these long-term illiquid investments the bank guarantees the consumers direct

convertihility of her demand deposits into cash. In period 0 no consumer knows what type

he or she is in period I. In this way the authors model the bank's uncertainty surrounding the

demand for money of the consumers and the uncertainty of the individual consumer with

respect to the need for money to consume. Diamond and Dybvig (1983, p. 408) assume the

I~illowing with respect to the demand deposits:

~ I ~ Everyone who withdraws their deposits in period 1, in principle, receives a return of r,.

Howcvcr, Diamond and Dybvig ( 1983, p. 408) argue: "Withdrawal tenders are served

' Nute that the Diamond-Dybvig model also provides a rationale for the existence of bank

financial intermediaries.
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scyuentially in ran~om order until the bank runs out of assets."

121 The consumers who withdraw in period 2 and not in period 1 receive a return on their

deposits according to their share in the total residual deposits outstanding after the

withdrawals in period 1. The nominal return of the depositor (r2) is smaller than the return

on investment of the bank (R), because otherwise the bank makes no profit.

Note that the deposit contract in the Diamond-Dybvig model provides insurance against the

risks of being an early, rather than a late withdrawer (Goodhart 1988, p. 115). The bank can

provide a degree ofinsurance by paying a yield greater than zero to early withdrawers and

a yield less than that available on illiquid investments to late withdrawals. Note also that

Diamond and Dybvig assume that the bank guarantees nominal fixed certain returns to

consumers who withdraw. These returns are fixed because Diamond and Dybvig assume the

return on the investment projects to be fixed. The bank and the consumers know that

liyuidation of the investment in period 1 yields a return of 1, and liquidation in period 2

yields a return of R.

It follows from [ 1) and [2] that the probability of return rZ on a deposit liquidated in period

2 depends on the number of withdrawals in period 1. The more withdrawals in period 1, the

less illiquid assets to liquidate in period 2 for type II consumers. Diamond and Dybvig

assume that type II consumers know that their residual claims in period 2 depend on the

withdrawals of type I consumers in period 1. What will happen'? Two equilibria may occur:

the "good" equilibrium occurs if type II consumers (i.e. long-term consumers) don't have the

incentive to act as if they are type I consumers (short-term consumers), and the "bad"

equilihrium occurs if type II consumers act as if they are type I consumers. This is an

incentive compatibility problem.

liuhlic~rdiuns of thc demand deposit contract in the Diamond-Dybvig model: "bank runs"

"I'hc tYagility of the above deposit contract crucially depends on the uncertainty about the

credibility of the convertibility guarantee. Both the bank and the public experience this

uncertainty. The bank's reaction to this uncertainty is to include a clause in the deposit

rcmtract i.e. the "sequential service constraint" which specifies that a bank's payoff to any

agent can depend only on the agent's place in line" (Diamond and Dybvig 1983, p. 408).
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I)iamond and Dyhvig assume that the hank is constrained to service in full those dcpositors

attcmpting to withdraw until all its assets have been liquidated. The consumer's reacuon may

he to run the bank.

It' the bank in period 1 is able to distinguish between type I and type II consumers (which in

the Diamond-Dyhvig model is assumed to be impossible because of the type of the consumer

is privately ohserved), the bank will only repay to type I consumers, the residual claim of

type 11 consumers is guaranteed because the bank will only liquidate the assets which are

needed to repay type [ consumers. Then, a bank run will not occur. However, because

Diamond and Dyhvig assume that the bank in period 1 is not able to distinguish between type

1 and type II wnsumers (the type observed is private to the consumer), the bank formulates

a sequential service constraint which is not discriminatory and repays r, to each consumer

until the stock of illiquid assets ís depleted.'

However, everyone knows that the stock of illiquid assets in period 1 never will be sufficient

to repay all type I und type lI consumers withdrawing in case of a bank run. After all, the

bank guarantees that consumers who withdraw in period 1 will receive in principle r~ )1,

while liquidation of illiquid investments only gives the bank a return of 1. The difference r,-1

are costs to the bank. To cover these costs the bank will repay consumers in period 2 less

than she would earn with the liquidation of the illiquid investment in period 2, r2 G R. How

much type II consumers eventually will get becomes uncertain.

The outcome of the game crucially depends on the behaviour of type II consumers in period

I. If type II cunsumers expect that only type I consumers withdraw in period 1, type II

cunsumers wait till period 2 to withdraw (when they really need the cash to consume),

hecause r21 r,. If, however, an individual type II consumer expects another type II consumer

to withdraw in period 1, the sequential service constraint in the deposit contract ensures that

the other period 2 consumers not withdrawing in period 1 but in period 2 have less to divide.

The probability of a residual return of rZ declines. If a type II consumer expects many type

' Diamond and Dybvig (1983, p. 419) note: "Because only the agent ever observes the private

informa[ion state, it is impossible to write insurance contracts in which the payoff depends

directly on private information, without an explicit mechanism for infotmational flow."

"Therefore, simple competitive markets cannot provide this liquidity insurance."
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11 consumers to withdraw in period 1, he will withdraw in period 1 also because the

prohability of r, C r~ becomes very large (a Nash bank run equilibrium).

Crucial elements in the Diamond-Dybvig model are (1) the guarantee of direct withdrawal

at fixed nominal value, ( 2) fractional reserve banking ( the bank is not able to pay all type 1

and type II consumers simultaneously withdrawing in period 1) and (3) the instability of the

deposit contract ( the information asymmetry forces the bank to offer sequential servicing).

"I'he way in which the deposit contract is specitied causes bank runs. Because of the

information-asymmetry, the bank is forced to offer sequential servicing. The expectations and

withdrawal behaviour of other type II consumers are important determinants of the

expectations and withdrawal behaviour of the individual type II consumer. A shift in these

expectations may initiate a bank run. The motive for a bank run could be anything. "This

could he a bad earnings report, a commonly observed run at some other bank, a negative

government forecast, or even sunspots. It need not be anything fundamental about the bank's

condition." (Diamond and Dybvig 1983, p. 410). The bank run in the Diamond-Dybvig

model is caused by some expectations of reduced value of the bank assets, i.e. distrust of the

convertibility guarantee of deposits by one consumer and his expectations of what the other

consumers expect. If this convertibility is not credible, consumers will run the bank (Van der

Cingel 1992, p. 66). Because of fractional reserve banking, the bank fails. Dybvig (1992, p.

171) also argues that a bank run may lead to a bank failure: "Because the liquidation value

of even a healthy bank [liquidation of the loan portfolio] may be less than the value of its

outstanding deposits, a bank run can exhaust a bank's assets in a short amount of time,

leading to the failure of a bank that might have seemed healthy only days before." The simple

dcposit contract that improves risk sharing also makes banks susceptible to runs. One efficient

outcome of the depositors optimal withdrawal game is that each depositors withdraws early

only if he discovers he needs funds for a special purchase. Even if the bank's assets are not

risky, however, there is another equilibrium outcome - a bank run - in which every depositor

withdraws early, knowing that if he waits to withdraw later, the bank's assets will have been

depleted.` The potential existence of the bank run equilibrium means that banks are fragile

to changes in expectations which could depend on almost everything (Diamond and Dybvig

' Thcsc are two Nash equilibria.
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1983, p. 404).

E3ank runs are related to bank's creation of liquidity at reduced transaction costs, i.e. the

transformation of illiquid assets into liquid assets.b Specifically, banks provide depositors

with insurance against the possibility of changes in the timing of their spending needs.

Diamond and Dybvig (1986, p. 63) define liquidity as the ability to cash in one's assets early

without sacrificing too much value. Bank runs are caused by depositors willing to avoid a loss

of capitaL [n the context of the model, liquidity means that the consumers have the option to

withdraw their funds at any time and obtain full value. Bank depositors appreciate this

hecause they do not know for sure when they need funds. One way of interpreting this

demand for liyuidity is that depositors receive idiosyncratic preference shocks that are not

verifiable by the bank (Dybvig 1992, p. 171). This is why a demand deposit contracts

contains an option for withdrawal rather than a complete specification of the conditions under

which withdrawal is to take place. Liquidity creation makes banks subject to runs. The bank

assets (loans) are illiquid and bank liabilities (deposits) are liquid. This is the condition for

liquidity creation by banks and it is also the condition that makes banks subject to runs

(Diamond and Dybvig 1992, p. 172). Depositors expect the bank to fail because e.g.

liyuídation of the loan portfolio does not generate enough funds to cover the withdrawals

(because assets are illiquid). If depositors do not expect the bank to fail, only those depositors

needing money now withdraw, and the bank remains healthy.

'1'he question remains why consumers deposit their wealth with the bank if they know the

offered deposit contract will be unstable and the equilibrium outcome eventually will be a

hank run. Diamond and Dybvig (1983, pp. 409-410) argue that consumers choose to deposit

at least some of their wealth with the bank even if they anticipate a positive probability of a

run, provided that the probability is small enough, because the good equilibrium dominates

holding assets directly (that is the autarky solution). There is a small probabílity of a run

when it depends on "some commonly observed random variable in the economy".

`' Not all tinancial institutions that offer liquid claims create iiquidity or are subject to tvns.

I;.~ti.. money-market mutual funds that offer chequing privileges are very liquid, but because

thc assets they hold are liquid, the funds do not create liyuidity (Dybvig 1992, p. 172).
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111 "l'hc solutions to thc bank run cyuilibrium

linplicutions o~' risk neutrul consumers in the Diamond-Dybvig model

[f depositors in the Diamond-Dybvig model are sufficiently risk averse, bank runs are

possible. A bank run is a bad Nash equilibrium in whích all depositors panic about the bank

and attempt to withdraw as much as possible (Anderlini 1989, p. 299). Because of the
illiquidity of the long-term investment project the bank will fail and go bankrupt. If
consumers are risk neutral only expected return considerations matter their deposit and
withdrawal hehaviour (Eichberger and Harper, Chapter 6, p. 19). Risk-neutral type II

consumers do not care about the convertibility of their deposits. The bad bank run equilibrium

will not occur.'

Implications of prudential control regulations in the Diamond-Dybvig model
Possible solutions to the bad equilibrium of a bank run also involve prudential control

regulatíons either of the asset side or of the balance sheet or the labilities side of the balance

sheet ( see tïgure 3). Figure 3 shows the most important forms of prudential control

regulations:

Figure 3- DiFferent forms of prudential control regulationsg

Asset side Bank

- Capital adequacy requirements
- Minimum reserve requirements

Liability side

- Deposit insurance and or bail out by the
lender of last resort

- Suspension of convertibility of demand
deposits

nll thc ah~ivr ret~,ulations in soine way find a h;ick-up s~iurce of liyuidity that hecomes

availahlc in the casc that withdrawals are too high relative to the liyuidation value of the loan

portfolio. So with a back-up source the promised return will be paid to all who withdraw (see

also Diamond and Dybvig 1983, p. 413). Once the back-up source of liquidity is in place the

incentives to run on the bank are removed or reduced, depending on the credibility and the

' In practice, risk neutrality may induce competition for deposits between banks by offering
higher deposit yields, which eventually induce banks to invest in more risky projects to cover
the costs of having offered higher deposit yields.

" See e.g. Eichherger and Harper, Chapter 6, pp. 25-32.
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degree of commitment of the back-up source of liquidity. Doubt about a solution could again

Icad to a bank run (Diamond and Dyhvig, 1986, p. 64). If we assume that banks in the

Diamond-Dybvig model have owners, it may also be possible that shareholders bear some

risk and depositors are not immediately affected (as is the case with capital adequacy

rcyuirements).

ln the good eyuilibrium the bank can create liquidity even without the back-up source of

liyuidity. The back-up source of liquidity ensures the stability of the bank by removing the

bad eyuilibrium and leaving the good equilibrium in tact (Dybvig 1992, p. 172). Thus, the

hank-run eyuilibrium in the Diamond-Dybvig model can be prevented if the bank has 100-

percent reserve backing of each deposit. Such a bank would always have enough deposits to

wver all withdrawals.9 Unfortunately, such a bank would not create liquidity. Diamond and

Dybvig (1986, p. 66) argue: "In conclusion, 100q reserve banking is a dangerous proposal

that would do substantial damage to the economy by reducing the overall amount of

liyuidity." "Furthermore, the proposal is likely to be ineffective in increasing stability since

it will be impossible to control the institutions that will enter in the vacuum left when banks

can no longer create liquidity." However, a bank run is still possible if a deposit is less than

100-percent backed by reserves or if not all deposits are 100-percent backed by reserves.

IV Conclusions

Diamond and Dybvig (1983) present a model where consumer - savers face a risk of needing

to consume in period 1 of a 2 period model and where producers - borrowers invest in an

illiyuid investment project which only provides a positive return in period 2. The concept of

asymmetric intbrmation is introduced in period 1 when individual consumers privately

observe their need for early (i.e. period 1) consumption or late (i.e. period 2) consumption.

Banks provide insurance that allows agents to consume when they need it. Bank runs occur

in the Diamond-Dybvig model because a sequential service constraint is associated with

demand deposit contracts and because long-term investments are illiquid (not because the

`' In practice. with full reserves, the public may loose the incentive to monitor the banks.

B:inks may take up risky projects to cover the cost of maintaining suftieient reserves c.q.

meeting the capital adequacy requirements.
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lung trrm invcstmcnt project is risky). 1'hc withdrawal behaviour of an individual typc 2

consumer depends on his or her expectations of withdrawals of the other type II consumers.

A shift in these expectations may initiate a bank run. Summarizing, the Diamond-Dybvig

1983 article makes three basic points:

I. Banks perform a key role in creating liquidity at reduced transaction costs.

2. Banks' efforts to create liquidity expose them to runs.

3. Prudential control regulations may prevent bank runs

"I'he Diamond-Dybvig model has the following drawbacks:

I.'1'he Diamond-Dybvig dces not distinguish between diversifiable (uncertainty about the

timing of liquidity, which can be insured) and undiversifiable risks (risk that effects the

economy as a whole and which cannot be insured). What happens if the fates of different

firms are correlated, i.e. the occurrence of bad loans are correlated and bank returns are

correlated (the presence of undiversifiable risk). The Diamond-Dybvig model dces not

explicitly model systemic risks, i.e. the failure one bank contains information on the possible

failure of (the) other bank(s).

2. The Diamond-Dybvig model does not model interest rate risk (involving uncertainty about

future reinvestment chances and uncertainty about the value of the long term asset). r, and

r, are tixed certain returns.
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Communicated by Prof.dr. S.W. Douma

628 Jan de Klein, Jacques Roemen
Optimal Delivery Strategies for Heterogeneous Groups of Porkers
Communicated by Prof.dr. F.A. van der Duyn Schouten

629 Imma Curiel, Herbert Hamers, Jos Potters, Stef Tijs
The equal gain splitting rule for sequencing situations and the general nucleolus
Communicated by Dr. P.E.M. Borm

630 A.L. Hempenius
Een statische theorie van de keuze van bankrekening
Communicated by Prof.Dr.lr. A. Kapteyn

631 Cok Vrooman, Piet van Wijngaarden, Frans van den Heuvel
Prevention in Social Security: Theory and Policy Consequences
Communicated by Prof.Dr. A. Kolnaar



V

IN 1994 REEDS VERSCHENEN

632 B.B. van der Genugten
Identification, estimating and testing in the restricted linear model
Communicated by Dr. A.H.O. van Soest

633 George W.J. Hendrikse
Screening, Competition and (DelCentralization
Communicated by Prof.dr. S.W. Douma

634 A.J.T.M. Weeren, J.M. Schumacher, and J.C. Engwerda
Asymptotic Analysis of Nash Equilibria in Nonzero-sum Linear-Quadratic Differen-
tial Games. The Two-Player case
Communicated by Prof.dr. S.H. Tijs

635 M.J. Coster
Quadratic forms in Design Theory
Communicated by Dr.ir. W.H. Haemers

636 Drs. Erwin van der Krabben, Prof.dr. Jan G. Lambooy
An institutional economic approach to land and property markets - urban dynamics
and institutional change
Communicated by Dr. F.W.M. Boekema

637 Bas van Aarle
Currency substitution and currency controls: the Polish experience of 1990
Communicated by Prof.dr. H. Huizinga

638 J. Bell
Joint Ventures en Ondernemerschap: Interpreneurship
Communicated by Prof.dr. S.W. Douma

639 Frans de Roon and Chris Veld
Put-call parities and the value of early exercise for put options on a performance
index
Communicated by Prof.dr. Th.E. Nijman

640 Willem J.H. Van Groenendaal
Assessing demand when introducing a new fuel: natural gas on Java
Communicated by Prof.dr. J.P.C. Kleijnen

641 Henk van Gemert 8~ Noud Gruijters
Patterns of Financial Change in the OECD area
Communicated by Prof.dr. J.J Sijben

642 Drs. M.R.R. van Bremen, Drs. T.A. Marra en Drs. A.H.F. Verboven
Aardappelen, varkens en de termijnhandel: de reële optietheorie toegepast
Communicated by Prof.dr. P.W. Moerland



VI

643 W.J.H. Van Groenendaal en F. De Gram
The generalization of netback value calculations for the determination of industrial
demand for natural gas
Communicated by Prof.dr. J.P.C. Kleijnen

644 Karen Aardal, Yves Pochet and Laurence A. Wolsey
Capacitated Facility Location: Valid Inequalities and Facets
Communicated by Dr.ir. W.H. Haemers
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